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Abstract—This paper reports the methodology and results of
the test campaign performed in the context of the development
of the Low Complexity Enhancement Video Coding (LCEVC)
ISO standard. LCEVC is a video coding technology that can
be applied in conjunction to any other single-layer video coding
technology to re-encode the residuals between the original video
and its compressed representation. The first part of the paper
describes the methodology for the verification tests: Require-
ments, Test Conditions, Test Sequences, Test Methods (Metrics);
the second one reports the results of the objective and subjective
tests carried out applying such methodology. The bitrate savings
achieved with LCEVC when used in conjunction with four video
codecs (AVC, HEVC, EVC, VVC) are reported.

Index Terms—LCEVC, MPEG, video coding, low-complexity,
enhancement, objective test, subjective test.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Low Complexity Enhancement Video Coding
(LCEVC) specification is an MPEG Video Coding stan-

dard developed between April 2018 and November 2021 by
the ISO Working Group known as ISO/IEC JTC1 SC29/WG11
(MPEG) until June 2020 and currently as SC29/WG04 (MPEG
Video Coding). The specification consists of ISO/IEC 23094-
2 [3] (MPEG-5 Part 2, "Low complexity enhancement video
coding") and ISO/IEC 23094-3 [4] (MPEG-5 Part 3, "Con-
formance and reference software for low complexity enhance-
ment video coding").

LCEVC is designed to be an "enhancement", in the sense
that it is a toolset for encoding the residual differences between
the original video and a compressed video, encoded with any
existing video codec, like Advanced Video Coding (AVC) /
H.264 [5, 6], High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) / H.265
[7, 8], Essential Video Coding (EVC) [9, 10], and Versatile
Video Coding (VVC) / H.266 [11, 12] or future video codecs.
In other words, LCEVC encodes the coding errors between
an original video sequence and its compressed representation
by any video codec, working on the differences in the pixel
domain, so without any dependency from the base codec.
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LCEVC is also designed to be "low complexity", in the
sense that the toolset is composed of typical video cod-
ing processing blocks (temporal prediction, transformation,
quantization and entropy coding), all of them intended for
implementation with low complexity in terms of processing
power and memory requirements.

Consequently, LCEVC is intended to be efficiently and
effectively implemented in software via existing processing
blocks in existing devices, such as Single Instruction Multiple
Data (SIMD) processors and Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)
processors. LCEVC achieves a balance between low complex-
ity and high rate-distortion performance.

The goal of any video compression scheme is the optimiza-
tion of the Rate Distortion (RD) function, i.e. minimization
of the bitrate required to achieve a given video quality,
or, symmetrically, the maximization of the video quality
achieved for a given bitrate. As with other standards developed
by ISO/MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) and ITU-
T/VCEG (Video Coding Experts Group), the final phase of
the standardization process is the quantitative verification of
the compression performance of the codec, by means of the
execution of tests to measure the objective and subjective
video quality, using metrics unanimously adopted by the video
coding research community [1, 2].

LCEVC has been compared to four single-layer video
codecs developed by MPEG and VCEG, specifically
AVC/H.264, HEVC/H.265, EVC and VVC/H.266, that repre-
sent a set of single-layer codecs of increasing compression
efficiency and at the same time increasing computational
complexity.

In literature, attention in evaluating LCEVC performance is
recently spreading. An overview of the LCEVC specification
and a preliminary comparison of coding efficiency for LCEVC
used with AVC, HEVC, and VVC, in terms of PSNR, VMAF,
and MOS are presented in [13]. The paper also provides
test results on computational complexity and a study of the
correlation of bitrate savings for LCEVC with the temporal
and spatial complexity of the video sequences, reporting low
correlation with temporal activity and high correlation with
spatial activity. In [14] the authors report a comparison of
LCEVC to AVC (in its implementation x264) and HEVC
(in its implementation x265), when applied to High Dynamic
Range (HDR) video sequences. The paper shows that LCEVC
is capable of producing an HDR quality video starting from an
8-bit x264 base layer, thus providing HDR video in streaming
applications. Enhancing 10-bit base layers (e.g, x265), the
authors state a significant improvement of LCEVC when
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compared with the equivalent native implementation of the
base layer. A comparison of LCEVC enhancing AVC (in
its implementation x264) and HEVC (in its implementation
x265), in the context of Live Gaming Video Streaming appli-
cations is reported in [15]. A bitrate saving of about 40% with
respect the base codecs at full resolution for the VMAF metric,
and a gain when using AVC and a loss when using HEVC for
the PSNR metric are achieved. About the MOS metric, the
authors report a discussion of LCEVC bitrate savings as a
function of bitrate, suggesting the need for a methodology for
estimating a metric, averaged over the video sequences, but
calculated as a function of bitrate. Such a methodology is also
proposed and applied in this work.

In [16] the authors provide a description of the LCEVC
specification and an analysis of the individual coding tools
comprised in LCEVC, highlighting the low complexity and
the innovative aspects of such tools. If [16] is an overview
of LCEVC, the current paper provides a synthesis of the
methodologies used and the results obtained in the LCEVC
verification tests. As noted above, the verification test is the
final phase of the development of an MPEG Video coding
standard, since it is crucial to confirm the performances of the
new video coding technology with respect to the objectives set
forth at the beginning of the standard development activity.
The verification tests are performed within the scope of the
MPEG standardization group, and cross checked by the other
subject matter experts. Although the methodology adopted to
perform the verification tests is a consolidated practice estab-
lished in MPEG and VCEG, the original aspect of this work is
that it reports the first in depth campaign of tests for the new
coding technology specified by LCEVC [1, 2]. Besides, the
verification involves a comparison with the RD performance
of well established (AVC and HEVC) and emerging (EVC
and VVC) video standards. Finally, a new methodology to
model the RD performance of a generic video codec as a mean
polynomial model has been applied, to have an insight on the
compression efficiency over a range of bitrates rather than
scalar values which represent the integral of the differences of
RD curves.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the
requirements set at the beginning of the LCEVC development
and used at the end to verify its performances. Sections III
to V describe the rationale under the test conditions (which
codecs to test and in what configuration), and the choice of the
video test sequences, and finally the objective and subjective
methods adopted for the verification tests. Section VI reports
the results of LCEVC in terms of Rate Distortion (RD)
performance, with a subset of PSNR and VMAF results [1],
plus the complete set of MOS results [2]. Section VI also
reports an alternative methodology for the analysis of the same
data to study the RD performance as a function of Bit Rate
(BR) [17]. Finally, Section VII summarizes the conclusions of
the paper.

II. REQUIREMENTS

Following the 30 years of experience and consolidated
practices in MPEG, the goals of the developments of LCEVC
were set at the beginning of the project, in April 2018.

The basic requirements to be met by LCEVC were the
following:

1) Compression: When used as enhancement to a base
codec, e.g. AVC, the compression efficiency of the ag-
gregate base plus LCEVC bitstream shall be significantly
higher than the same base codec used at full resolution.

2) Complexity: The encoding and decoding complexity
for the aggregate base plus LCEVC video shall be
comparable to the encoding and decoding complexity
of the base video at full resolution.

Such requirements, set at the beginning of the standardiza-
tion process, were subject to verification after the specification
reached the stage of Final Draft International Standard, with
a campaign of objective and subjective testing performed by
the experts of SC29/WG04 (MPEG Video Coding Working
Group, chaired by Prof. Lu Yu) and SC29/AG05 (MPEG
Visual Quality Assessment Advisory Group, chaired by Dr.
Mathias Wien), and finalized in April 2021.

The first requirement, on the performance of the enhance-
ment when comparing with a single-layer of the same codec,
is intended to verify the performance of LCEVC in terms of
"enhancement". The second requirement, on the encoding and
decoding complexity, is intended to verify the requirement of
"low complexity".

These are the two dimensions of innovation of LCEVC,
since it has been designed not to replace existing single-layer
codecs, but rather to perform as a Low Complexity Enhance-
ment to any single-layer codec, maintaining the characteristic
of being agnostic of the underlying base codec.

III. TEST CONDITIONS

For the verification of the requirements set for the LCEVC
specification, four existing video coding standards specified by
MPEG and VCEG were selected. Two codecs widely deployed
in broadcasting and streaming, i.e. AVC/H.264, defined in
2003, and HEVC/H.265, defined in 2013. Two codecs stan-
dardized by MPEG in the same time frame of LCEVC, i.e.
EVC, finalized in 2020, and VVC/H.266, finalized in 2021.

The verification test included two types of tests:
1) Requirements test. These tests were designed to verify

the satisfaction of the LCEVC requirements, by compar-
ing full resolution LCEVC-enhanced encoded sequences
versus full resolution anchors encoded with the four
selected native codecs.

2) Resolution Enhancement test. These tests were designed
to verify that LCEVC has a better RD performance
than unguided upsampling, by comparing full resolu-
tion LCEVC-enhanced encoded sequences versus quar-
ter resolution (i.e. half width and half height) anchors
encoded with the four selected native codecs and then
upsampled using a fixed Lanczos filter.

The rationale for the second type of tests is that the simplest
alternative to enhancing a codec with LCEVC is to just use
the native codec at a lower resolution and let the end user
device upsample the quarter resolution encoded sequence to
full resolution by means of unguided upsampling.
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Fig. 1: Verification test conditions.

It is worth noting that the second requirement on Resolution
Enhancement was not part of the original set of requirements,
but was added during the development of the LCEVC specifi-
cation, in response to investigations on the preliminary results
presented in the MPEG Video Coding working group.

Thus, the comparison was performed among three test
conditions:

• the single-layer encoding at full resolution, denoted by
the label "Full",

• the single-layer encoding at quarter resolution, followed
by a fixed Lanczos upscaling, denoted as "Upsampled",

• the multi-layer encoding at full resolution, using the same
single-layer codec for the quarter resolution, and LCEVC
for the enhancement, denoted as "LCEVC".

The three test conditions are graphically depicted in Fig. 1,
showing the three conditions from left to right.

IV. TEST SEQUENCES

Since the verification tests were designed to include com-
parisons between full resolution encoded sequences and up-
sampled quarter resolution encoded sequences, the test set
had to include sequences where the full resolution version has
significant difference to the quarter resolution upsampled ver-
sion, in terms of subjective quality, as formally measured using
MOS as defined in Recommendation ITU-R BT.500 [18]. In
particular, it was decided to include both relatively "smooth"
sequences (where the expectation is that upsampled quarter
resolution encodes have similar quality to full resolution
encodes, independently of the codec compression efficiency)
and "sharp" sequences with some high contrast details (where
the expectation is that the difference between full resolution
and upsampled quarter resolution encoded sequences can be
perceived by a non-expert viewer).

The main characteristic of the "smooth" sequences is that
they contain a lower amount of energy in the high spatial
frequency, and conversely the "sharp" sequences contain a
higher amount of energy at high frequency.

Taking into account such considerations, the following mix
of sequences was selected for each tested codec:

• two Ultra High Definition (UHD) at 3840 × 2160 se-
quences without sharp details (smooth);

• two Ultra High Definition (UHD) at 3840 × 2160 se-
quences with some sharp details (medium);

• two High Definition (HD) at 1920×1080 sequences with
many sharp details (sharp).

TABLE I: Verification Tests Video Sequences

Codec Class Sequence Resolution Picture Rate

AVC SDR-A CatRobot 3840× 2160 60
AVC SDR-A LupoPuppet 3840× 2160 50
AVC SDR-A DrivingLogo 3840× 2160 60
AVC SDR-A BoxeLogo 3840× 2160 60
AVC SDR-B TrafficLogo 1920× 1080 60
AVC SDR-B Starcraft 1920× 1080 60

HEVC SDR-A CatRobot 3840× 2160 60
HEVC SDR-A LupoPuppet 3840× 2160 50
HEVC SDR-A DrivingLogo 3840× 2160 60
HEVC SDR-A BoxeLogo 3840× 2160 60
HEVC SDR-B TrafficLogo 1920× 1080 60
HEVC SDR-B Starcraft 1920× 1080 60

EVC SDR-A CatRobot 3840× 2160 60
EVC SDR-A BarScene 3840× 2160 60
EVC SDR-A DrivingLogo 3840× 2160 60
EVC SDR-A BoxeLogo 3840× 2160 60
EVC SDR-B TrafficLogo 1920× 1080 60
EVC SDR-B Starcraft 1920× 1080 60

VVC SDR-A Marathon 3840× 2160 30
VVC SDR-A MountainBay 3840× 2160 30
VVC SDR-A DrivingLogo 3840× 2160 60
VVC SDR-A BoxeLogo 3840× 2160 60
VVC SDR-B TrafficLogo 1920× 1080 60
VVC SDR-B Starcraft 1920× 1080 60

The "smooth" sequences are different for the four base
codecs, since for EVC and VVC sequences from the respective
test set were used. The "medium" and "sharp" sequences are
the same for all base codecs, AVC, HEVC, EVC, and VVC,
and they are highlighted in bold in Tab. I. An image from each
of the test sequences is presented in Fig. 2.

Specifically, the two "medium" sequences (DrivingLogo
and BoxeLogo) consist of natural video with an overlay of
graphical content on about 25% of the picture area. while
the two "sharp" sequences (TrafficLogo, Starcraft) consist for
TrafficLogo of natural video with an overlay of 25% graphical
content and for Starcraft completely of graphical content from
a video game.

Tab. I summarizes the choice of video sequences selected
for the LCEVC verification tests. All original video sequences
are represented with 10 bits per pixel, except for the tests with
AVC, in which the representation is with 8 bits per pixel.

All test sequences have a duration of 10 seconds, that is 300
pictures for 30 fps, 500 pictures for 50 fps, and 600 pictures
for 60 fps.

V. TEST METHODS

Concerning the objective and subjective metrics adopted for
the LCEVC Verification Test, the most widely used objective
metric is the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), and the
most widely used subjective metric is the Mean Opinion Score
(MOS), as defined in ITU-R BT.500 DSIS MOS [18]. A third
metric, Video Multi-method Assessment Fusion (VMAF) [19],
recently developed from studies on objective evaluation of
subjective quality, was also included in the test campaign, to
have an intermediate tool for evaluation. The three metrics are
briefly described in the following subsections.

After performing the objective and subjective tests, the
relative performance of the different methods under test, in
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Fig. 2: Verification test sequences (smooth, medium, sharp).

terms of bitrate saving for the same quality range, can be com-
puted applying the Bjontegaard Delta (BD) rate methodology,
described in Sec. V-D.

A. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

PSNR is a purely statistical metric, and computes an average
of the Mean Square Error between the original sample values
and the respective encoded values. PSNR of the overall YUV
video sequence is a linear combination of PSNR for a single
component (Luminance or Chrominance [17]:

PSNRYUV = (6 PSNRY + PSNRU + PSNRV) /8 . (1)

with PSNR defined as

PSNR = 10 log

(
2B − 1

)2
MSE

, (2)

MSE =
1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(original(i, j) − coded(i, j))
2 , (3)

where
• M is the number of pixel rows (height);
• N is the number of pixel columns (width);
• original(i, j) are the Y, U and V values of the pixel of

the original pictures at position (i, j);
• coded(i, j) are the Y, U and V values of the pixel of the

coded pictures at position (i, j);
• B is the number of bits per pixel of Luminance (Y) and

Chrominance (U, V).

B. Video Multi-method Assessment Fusion

VMAF [19], on the contrary of PSNR, uses a combination
of objective metrics to better model the results of subjective
evaluation of video quality. The three elementry metrics com-
bined in VMAF are:

• Visual Information Fidelity (VIF). VIF is based on the
concept that quality is complementary to the measure of
information fidelity loss. The VIF score is measured as
a loss of fidelity combining four scales. VMAF uses a
modified version of VIF, where the loss of fidelity in each
of the four scales is included as an elementary metric.

• Detail Loss Metric (DLM). DLM is based on the
concept of separately measuring the loss of details which
affects the content visibility, and the redundant impair-
ment which distracts the viewer attention. The original
metric described in [20] combines both DLM and Addi-
tive Impairment Measure to compute a final score. while
VMAF uses only DLM as an elementary metric.

• Motion. Motion is a simple measure of the temporal
difference between adjacent pictures, obtained calculating
the average absolute pixel difference for the luminance
component.

C. Mean Opinion Score

The subjective metric MOS is specified in Recommendation
ITU-R BT.500 [18]. The method applies a Double-Stimulus
Impairment Scale (DSIS), which consists in presenting a test
(compressed) video sequence following the corresponding ref-
erence (uncompressed) video sequence to a non-expert viewer.
The subject evaluates the deterioration level of the test video
with respect to the reference video using a five grades scale
(5, imperceptible; 4, perceptible, but not annoying; 3, slightly
annoying; 2, annoying; and 1, very annoying). To collect
a significant sample of evaluations, the number of subjects
should be at least 15.

MOS is the most significant method for testing the perfor-
mance of a video coding algorithm, since it is based on the real
viewing experience of users of the video coding technology.
Consequently, all official results of video quality assessments
in MPEG and VCEG are based on the MOS methodology.
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D. Bjontegaard Delta Rate

This method aims at calculating the average difference
of BR between two curves, over a range of PSNR. It was
originally proposed in [21], where the interpolation of BR in
dB with a third degree polynomial was recommended. The
method, originally used for the interpolation of BR expressed
as a function of PSNR, can be extended to a generic metric
X ,

BRdB = b0 + b1X + b2X
2 + b3X

3 (4)

where BRdB = 10 log BR, and b = [b0, . . . , b3] is a vector
of coefficients to be estimated from data. Then the difference
between polynomials can be averaged by integrating it in the
full range of the metric X and dividing by the same range of
X . Because of the polynomial interpolation, this can be also
easily accomplished analytically as

∆BRdB, int = δb0X +
δb1
2
X2 +

δb2
3
X3 +

δb3
4
X4 (5)

where δbi, i = 0 . . . 3, are the differences between the
interpolating coefficients of the two codecs under test. Then
the integral is evaluated at the extremes of the range and
divided by the range itself to obtain the Bjontegaard Delta
Rate (BD rate),

BDRdB =
∆BRdB, int(X2) − ∆BRdB, int(X1)

X2 −X1
(6)

The result can then be easily converted from dB to percent-
age as

BDR% = 100(10
BDRdB
10 − 1) (7)

VI. TEST RESULTS

This section presents a selection of the results related
to [1]. In particular, medium and sharp video sequences,
DrivingLogo, BoxeLogo, TrafficLogo, Stracraft, highlighted in
bold in Tab. I, have been selected to compare the performance
of the codecs, because these sequences are common to all four
codecs. All test results are reported in supplementary material.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the result for PSNR, on the left
column of panels and VMAF metric, on the right column, for
the AVC and VVC, respectively. The comparison between the
graphs for PSNR and those for VMAF shows the different
behaviour of the three test conditions with respect to the two
metrics.

Fig. 3 shows that with respect to a purely statistical metric
like PSNR, LCEVC performs better on average (panels a,c,e
versus g) than the full resolution AVC, while for the most
advanced full resolution VVC it is true the contrary. But
wit respect to the objective metric VMAF, Fig. 3 shows that
the LCEVC outperforms the full resolution AVC codec and
it gives comparable results (although in two panels, slightly
lower) to the full resolution VVC. Since VMAF models the
artefacts introduced by video coding and their effects on
the viewer, thus providing a more accurate estimate of the
subjective quality of the video sequences under test, this results
show that LCEVC performs better with metrics that takes into
account the perceived effect of quantization than with purely
statistical metric like PSNR. This will be confirmed by the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 3: LCEVC with AVC test results. Left panels: PSNR.
Right panels: VMAF.

comparison of LCEVC and the other four codecs performance
with respect a subjective metric like MOS.

As for any other video coding standard specified by ISO
MPEG and ITU-T VCEG, the verification of the requirements
was also evaluated by the subjective tests, performed by real
users following the procedures specified by ITU-R BT.500
DSIS MOS [18]. The viewing set up at the test laboratory
was as follows:

• 65” TV set, with OLED screen set with “standard”
viewing options and HDMI 2.1 input interface, capable
of accepting and displaying 10-bit content.

• Suitable video player system, able to play out YUV UHD
content up to 60 fps and 420 progressive colour scheme,
in a fluid way (i.e., at full frame rate and without frame
skipping) and without impairments.

• Protected viewing area (that is, no external video or
audio pollution), with low illumination behind the screen
(around 30 nits) not visible to the viewing subject, and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 4: LCEVC with VVC test results. Left panels: PSNR.
Right panels: VMAF.

without any other ambient light.
• Two seats for each testing room, at a distance of 1 meter

from each other.
• Viewing distance 2H (two times the height of the screen).
• Two separate waiting areas for viewing subjects, while

waiting and resting.

The results of the subjective tests performed for LCEVC
are reported in Fig. 5 for AVC and HEVC, and in Fig. 6
for EVC and VVC, respectively. All subjective test results,
object of [2], are reported in the supplementary material. Fig. 5
show a good performance margin for LCEVC with respect
both AVC and HEVC. The advantage is confirmed by Fig. 6
for newest codecs although with a reduced margin. Details
about numerical amount of the BR saving will be given in the
next subsection.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 5: LCEVC with AVC (left) and HEVC (right) test
results. MOS.

A. Numerical summary of the codec performance

For each sequence, the bitrate saving in terms of BD rate
for the common MOS range is computed. Then, the BD rates
are averaged among the sequences of the set, to obtain a single
numerical estimate of the bitrate saving comparing the Base
codec at quarter resolution in conjunction with LCEVC, to the
Base codec at full resolution.

Using LCEVC (in its implementation LTM, LCEVC Test
Model) with the base codec AVC (implementation JM, AVC
Joint Test Model [22]), the BD rates are those reported in
Tab. II, and the bitrate savings for the same quality range are
46% for the UHD sequences, 28% for the HD sequences, and
40% is the average over the 6 sequences.

Using LCEVC (in its implementation LTM) with the base
codec HEVC (implementation HM, HEVC Test Model [23]),
the BD rates are those reported in Tab. III, and the bitrate
savings for the same quality range are 31% for the UHD
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Fig. 6: LCEVC with EVC (left) and VVC (right) test results.
MOS.

TABLE II: BD rates for MOS for LCEVC with AVC

LCEVC/AVC BD rate

CatRobot -43.83%
LupoPuppet -53.98%
DrivingLogo -30.19%
BoxeLogo -55.61%

Average UHD -45.90%

TrafficLogo -30.18%
Starcraft -26.75%

Average HD -28.47%

sequences, 24% for the HD sequences, and 29% is the average
over the 6 sequences.

Using LCEVC (in its implementation LTM) with the base
codec EVC (implementation ETM, EVC Test Model), the BD
rates are those reported in Tab. IV, and the bitrate savings
for the same quality range are 18% for the UHD sequences,

TABLE III: BD rates for MOS for LCEVC with HEVC

LCEVC/HEVC BD Rate

CatRobot -41.88%
LupoPuppet -31.14%
DrivingLogo -26.01%
BoxeLogo -24.44%

Average UHD -30.87%

TrafficLogo -18.52%
Starcraft -29.76%

Average HD -24.14%

TABLE IV: BD rates for MOS for LCEVC with EVC

LCEVC/EVC BD rate

CatRobot -18.54%
BarScene -20.50%
DrivingLogo -14.83%
BoxeLogo -17.49%

Average UHD -17.84%

TrafficLogo -9.27%
Starcraft -7.83%

Average HD -8.55%

9% for the HD sequences, and 15% is the average over the 6
sequences.

Using LCEVC (in its implementation LTM) with the base
codec VVC (implementation VTM, VVC Test Model [24]),
the BD rates are those reported in Tab. V, and the bitrate
savings for the same quality range are 16% for the UHD
sequences, 14% for the HD sequences, and 15% is the average
over the 6 sequences. The BD rate saving, averaged for all six
test sequences, are summarized in Table VI.

B. Graphical summary of the codec performance

Although the BD rate methodology described in the previ-
ous Sec. VI-A is the best practice implemented by MPEG and
VCEG, it is also possible to average the RD models for a set
of sequences, and compute an average model to describe the

TABLE V: BD rates for MOS for LCEVC with VVC

LCEVC/VVC BD rate

Marathon -16.86%
MountainBay -16.90%
DrivingLogo -10.33%
BoxeLogo -18.55%

Average UHD -15.66%

TrafficLogo -10.33%
Starcraft -17.96%

Average HD -14.15%

TABLE VI: BD rates for MOS for LCEVC

codec BD rate

AVC 40.1%
HEVC 28.6%
EVC 14.7%
VVC 15.2%
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7: LCEVC with AVC. (a) MOS; (b) VMAF; (c) PSNR.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8: LCEVC with HEVC. (a) MOS; (b) VMAF; (c) PSNR.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9: LCEVC with EVC. (a) MOS; (b) VMAF; (c) PSNR.

RD behaviour of a specific video codec as a function of BR
as discussed in [17].

An advantage of this alternative methodology is the possi-
bility to describe the RD characteristic of a codec over a set
of sequences as a function of BR (rather than a scalar as with
the BD rate). Such model of the codec under test will be more
accurate increasing the number of test sequences.

The performance of a codec, calculated over a set of
sequences, can be modeled by a cubic polynomial representing
the logarithm of the bitrate as a function of the metric of
interest. If the metric of interest is the MOS, as in our case,
it is possible to write a model analog to (4)

BRdB = b0 + b1MOS + b2MOS2 + b3MOS3 . (8)

The vector b of coefficients is estimated for each sequence,
using a Least Square estimator and, unlike the BD rate method
in V-D, it is averaged over the complete set of sequences, so

TABLE VII: Bitrate savings for MOS for LCEVC

codec Bitrate saving

AVC 41.9%
HEVC 28.9%
EVC 16.7%
VVC 14.3%

obtaining an average polynomial model, valid in the opera-
tional ranges chosen.

Figs. 7–10 show these polynomial models for all the four
codecs and the three metrics adopted for the verification test.
With respect to the BD rate method, this model provides the
difference as a function of the metric, and it can also be used
to obtain an average bitrate saving, equivalent to that obtained
with (6) and (7).

Comparing the BD rates of Table VI, with those obtained
with this average model, shown in Table VII, we can notice
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Fig. 10: LCEVC with VVC. (a) MOS; (b) VMAF; (c) PSNR.

some differences. The deviations between the two estimates
are +1.8% of estimated bitrate saving for the AVC codec,
+0.3% for the HEVC codec, +2.0% for the EVC codec, and
finally −0.9% for the VVC codec.

These slight differences are due to the the small sample size
and they are bound to decrease as the number of sequences
increases. Nevertheless this methodology has the advantage of
obtaining a graphical representation of the difference in RD
performance between two codecs, shown by the Figs. 7–10.

For example, from Figs. 9–10, observing the the full resolu-
tion encoding (blue line) and the LCEVC encoding (red line) it
is possible to estimate which of the two settings provides better
results at lower and higher bitrates. With AVC and HEVC the
bitrate saving is almost constant with respect to the bitrate, as
shown in Fig 7(a) and Fig 8(a). With EVC, the bitrate saving
for LCEVC is larger at lower bitrates (Fig. 9(a)). With VVC,
vice versa, the bitrate saving for LCEVC is slightly larger at
higher bitrates (Fig. 10(a)).

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper describes and presents the results of the verifica-
tion tests [1, 2] performed in the final phase of the development
of the ISO standard LCEVC (Low Complexity Enhancement
Video Coding) [3], finalized by the MPEG Video Coding
Working Group (ISO/IEC JTC1 SC29 WG04) in November
2021.

In particular, three visual quality metrics have been used:
PSNR, VMAF, MOS. The results of the verification test
confirm also that the objective metric VMAF is an adequate
estimate of the subjective quality computed by the subjective
metric MOS, based on the assessment by real viewers.

As an alternative to the best practice BD rate methodology,
for comparing different codecs, a new methodology based
on the average of the polynomial model of RD curves for
different codecs was also applied. The results show that it is
possible to use this methodology to obtain an estimate of the
RD performance as a function of BR.

In summary, the bitrate savings, computed using the BD rate
methodology, when comparing the four single-layer codecs
used at full resolution, with the same codec used at quarter
resolution in conjunction with LCEVC at full resolution are:

• around 40% with AVC (JM);
• around 30% with HEVC (HM);
• around 15% with EVC (ETM);

• around 15% with VVC (VTM).
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